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Our Second Decade

Senator Weicker Addresses
Committee on Capitalism
Lynn Ann Casey
Assistant Editor
On Thursday, October 20,
CODAC, the Committee on Developing American Capitalism,
met for a luncheon at Fairfield
University to hear an address by
Senator Lowell P. Weicker, Jr., a
U.S. Senator from Connecticut.
After welcoming remarks
by Rev. Aloysius P. Kelley, S.J.,
President of Fairfield University,
Walter E. Hoadley, Chairman of
CODAC, gave a report on the
present actions of the committee.
"We take our committee very seriously," said Hoadley.
He remarked that depite the
fact that the United States is "very
close to full employment, the goal
of all nations," we still have problems of intense "competition, deficits, and debts." He thinks that
"over the next four years, correction will be taking place on an
adjustment basis."
Another subject touched
upon by Hoadley was an ethical
one. "In the past year, the subject
of ethics and morals" has come up.
This subject is a major topic under

discussion with the committee at
this time. A recent pamphlet published by the committee, entitled
"The Erosion of Moral Values in
Society," shows the concerns of
the committee, and their acknowledgement of the problem of
ethics in capitalism.
Lowell P. Weicker, Jr began his address to the Committee
by saying that "There is nothing
wrong with our system (of capitalism); the fault lies with the people."
He asked all to "stop diassociating"
the people from their government.
Just as he says he has the job of
voting in the Senate, the people
have a responsibility of electing
those to vote in the Senate.
Two of the main topics of
his address were centered on
money: the defense budget and
revenue raising. In respect to defense spending, Senator Weicker
is in favor of a much slower development of this aspect of the budget.
He feels that it is an area in which
the government can cut back spending in the future. "There are dollars to be saved."
Senator Weicker moved on
to raising revenues: "a subject

nobody wants to talk about." He
said that, at present, the government is passing bills for which
there is no funding in the present
budget. He commends the recent
passage of a two and a half billion
dollar drug bill, but comments that
"there is no money for this passed
bill." The situation now is that the
money in the government is staying the same, while there are more
bills to pay.
His solution to this difficult
subject of taxes is "For every bill
costing over $1 billion, it should
have an accompanying bill raising
the revenues to fund any such bill."
Such a policy would advocate a
"pay as you go basis," and it would
guarantee to the public exactly
where their taxes are going.
The Senator does feel that
the public would agree to such a
policy. "If I were to go out onto the
streets of Bridgeport and ask people
if they wanted their taxes raised,
no hands would go up. But, if I
went out onto the same streets and
asked if they would allow their
taxes to be raised to fight the present war on drugs, many hands
would go up."

r

Senator Lowell P. Weicker, Jr.
The Senator concluded that
"Each decade brings new
problems...and we hope that we
can tip toe off the stage of history
without sacrifice." But, the truth
is, according to Senator Weicker,
that "we can't..
The address was followed
by a question and answer session,

Sinai, Ortner, Farrell Speak at Symposium
AnnMarie Puckhaber
News Editor
The 12th Annual Symposium on American Capitalism
entitled "The Political and Economic Outlook into the Early
Nineties" was held on Thursday,
October 20, in the Oak Room.
The symposium included
speakers Dr. Allen Sinai, Executive Vice President of the Boston
Company; Dr. Robert Ortner, U.S.
Undersecretary for Economic
Affiars; and Mary C. Farrell, Vice
President of Pain Webber Inc.

Sinai opened the symposium with his talk "Election Year
Economics and Beyond," in which
he discussed the "here and now",
the by-products, and the future of
the economy. According to Sinai,
our present economy is "quite
excellent." The U.S. is experiencing both economic growth and a
rise in family incomes.
The problems in the economy were oudined by Sinai as being
the rise in inflation, high interest
rates, high deficit, and a lack of
competitiveness versus the rest of
the world.

Dr. Allen Sinai, Dr. Robert Ortner, Mary C. Farrell

Sinai said the country is
now in a "full employment zone,"
where the unemployment rate is
below 5 1/2%. The "gap," or difference between potential output
and actual, explained Sinai, is
potentially zero. He said this present state is due to the declining
dollar, which caused a revival in
exports.
Sinai predicted continual
economic growth throughout the
year 1989 but, also predicted a
recession in the year 1990. "Deficits are a terrible problem and do
catch up with every society," said
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Connecticut Senator Questioned
on Contemporary Issues
Lynn Ann Casey
Assistant Editor
AnnMarie Puckhaber
News Editor
Senator Lowell
P.
Weicker, Jr. answered questions
following his address to the Committee on Developing American
Capitalism on Thursday, October

20.
Question: There is a widespread of deceit among politicians.
How would your behavior differ
from the current President if you
were in his position? Answer: "I
assume integrity, not law breaking." Many people assume politicians are doing something wrong,
but "you can be very proud of

those who serve in government." I
think the "United States is head
and shoulders above any other
country."
Question: What are your
views on the debt-tax? Answer: I
do not think that this value-added
tax is being seriously considered at

Continued on page 3
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Sinai. He said the budget deficit
must be eliminated inorder to take
pressure off the federal reserve.
Other predictions made
by Sinai for the future include
higher inflation and slower growth,
a weak dollar, and loss of purchasing power overseas.
v
Dr. Robert Ortner continued the symposium with his address "Central Issues in the Economic Outlook." He said the goal
of the Reagan administration was
"to get the economy rising again,"
and he believes it has been since
1982.
The "human side," as
Ortner called it, of the economy is
that 18 million jobs have been
created by the Reagan administration and, as a result, standards of
living have improved.
Despite these improvements, however, Ortner said that
everyone agrees that "we must
reduce the budget and trade deficit." The problem is that no one
knows how to go about it.
Ortner believes that it is
"important to have more investment at this point in the economy if
we want to keep it going." The
conflict that arises, according to
Ortner, is that people feel the growing economy is "built on a mountain of debt." The debt amounts to
40% oftheGNP. However, Ortner
feels this is "not a disaster." He
said we have to "work harder on
the deficit but we don't have to
panic."
The first step, according
to Ortner, is to get spending under
control. He said that "taxes are not
an efficient way to reduce the deficit" but that they only slow down
the economy. He concluded his
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in which members of COD AC were
given the opportunity to hear Senator Weicker's opinion on many
specific issues, especially those
specifically of which the committee has the most concern. After
this session, the Committee held a
symposium entitled "The Political
and Economic Outlook in the the
Early Nineties."
address by stressing the need for
"more capital spending."
Mary C. Farrell completed the symposium with her talk
"Investment Strategies with a
Global Perspective." Farrell began by discussing the Stock Market crash of 1987. She said that on
October 20,1987, the day after the
crash, "we found out that our system could sustain the economy.
"The Stock Market i
crashed because it was over-valued," said Farrell. However, she
believes the U.S. has now returned
to "rational investing." In the last
12 months, according to Farrell,
trading was very narrow but is now
entering into a "healthy market."
According to Farrell,
"acid allocation is what saved you
in the Stock Market crash." She
explained that this is what determines which asset is more attractive and, therefore, influences
which stocks are bought.
Farrell described the
economy as still being "extremely
vulnerable" but said that she does
not see another crash in the future.
She said, however, that "it's futile
to think we can stop a crash."
In her conclusion, Farrell
explained two investment themes.
The first is what she called "neomercantalism." Farrell explained
that this is a shift in the U.S. export
policy to export products to newly
industrialized nations. She believes
that if we supply these countries
with what they need for industrialization, we will be successful.
The second investment
theme discussed by Farrell is to
restructure the service sector. She
said the 2/3 of the GNP is service
related and that there is a labor
shortage. However, Farrell said
there are "substitutions for labor
that we don't know are there."
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West Opens Black Scholars Series:

The De-Centering of Europe
Margaret Sweeney
Contributing Writer
Dr. Cornel West, Professor
of Religion and Director of the
Afro-American Studies Program
at Princeton University, addressed
a group of students and faculty in
the Oak Room on Monday, October 17. His talk, "De-centering
Europe: The Challenge of Class,
Race, and Gender," opened the
third year of the Visiting Black
Scholars Lecture Series.
Dr. West began by saying
that he would view the de-centering through the critics. He first
discussed the legacy of the Age of
Europe and the making of the
modern period. He focused on the
critic Matthew Arnold and the idea
that religion can not hold the world
together in the nineteenth century.
Instead, there is the concept of
secular, humanistic culture. West
said that "through culture lies pro-

tection and safety."
Another critic of the period
that West mentioned was Thomas
Stearns Elliot, the American born
English critic, who provided the
image of Europe as "a wasteland."
Dr. West also discussed Eliot's
ideas on the "significance of tradition," and the great labor it takes to
transmit tradition.
West then spoke on the
emergence of the United States as
a world power. There was an
"economic boom" and a "cultural
fermentation." After World War
II, a large mass of middle class
emerged, undoing white AngloSaxon Protestant (WASP) supremacy.
West proceeded to discuss
the Cold War liberalism (19451973), epitomized by the Cold War
liberal elites such as Johnson and
Kennedy. Lastly, Dr. West discussed the decolonization of the
Third World. The "festering" of

Europe brought new movements
for women and blacks.
West commented that in the
United States, festering takes place
under all browns and blacks, with
attacks on eachother. He said,
"The sense of being denied rarely
takes real form" but is within the
community. West feels that President Reagan is "attempting to
restream decolonization" with vast
cutbacks in Social Security and
with military build-up. Dr. West
concluded, "Our role is to understand the crisis and to have a vision
to improve it."
West then answered a variety of questions from the audience.
Dr. Arthur Anderson of the Sociology Department thanked Dr. West
for the lecture and the hours he
spent with three classes throughout the day. Dr. Anderson also
expressed a desire for Dr. West to
become a more permanent part of
the Fairfield community.

Alpha Sigma Nu Inducts New Members
FIRST ROW (L-R): Christopher Aleo, Kellie Cosgrove, Rev. Donald D. Lynch, SJ, Dr. Donald J. Ross, Rev.
Aloysius P. Kelley, SJ, Rev. John J. Higgins, SJ, Pat Danko, Ann Monahan, Chris Chiodo
SECOND ROW (L-R): Lori Gargagliano, Lynne Trocciola, Anne Petrides, Jodie Ambrosino, Alison Rogalski, Anne Schmidt, Christine Tiernan, Karen Beedenbender
THIRD ROW (L-R): Steven Angelo, Keith DeLeon, Joan Alvarez, Kristin Myers, Shruti Rajan, Carolyn
Kosak, Karen Wallent, Francine Poppo
FOURTH ROW (L-R): John Flanagan, Brian Kavanagh, Jeanine Pollitt, Amy Wallace, Alyce Park, Mark
Melanson, Ilona Pavlovich, Noreen McPartland
effort to eradicate world hunger
and that it should not be "left to
rock stars to promote." As an
adversary of the Apartheid in
Southern Africa, he believes that
the United States should take a
stronger stance against it.
In Pearson's opinion, U.S.
Christine Doody
States, pointing out that we too military bases located in Japan and
Contributing Writer
have social needs which have been Germany boosts these countries'
The International Relations neglected because of military economies. He also explained how
Club presented a lecture concern- demands. Therefore, he would he would like to witness an agreeing U.S. foreign policy on October like to see an agreement with the ment between Japan and the United
17th at 8:00 p.m. in the Nursing Soviets that would allow for cuts States that would allow the U.S.
Auditorium. It featured Roger in defense spending. He also hopes access to the Japanese agricultural
Pearson, the Democratic candidate that their failing economy will be market.
The last view Pearson prefor Congress in the 4th District of an incentive for private enterprise
Connecticut, who discussed U.S. which could possibly increase our sented concerned Europe. In his
opinion,relations.between Europe
interaction and involvement with trade with the Soviet Union.
In Africa, his major con- and the United States are fine.
Russia, Africa, Japan, Germany,
cerns were Sudan and Ethiopia who
The lecture concluded with
and Europe.
are
both
suffering
from
massive
an
opportunity
for the audience to
Pearson believes that the
deteriorating economy of Russia starvation. He claims that all na- make their own comments and to
can prove beneficial for the United tions should join together in an ask Pearson questions.

Cheers
Cheers to the Jay Leno,
Harvest, and to an all-around great
weekend... to FUS A and the people
who set up for Harvest and made
the entire evening possible... to the
Guys Duplex, the Outback, the
Garage, the Doghouse, the Albino
Frog on Monday night, etc... to
"Dorothy" and OZ... to
Townhouses 15,154,and 11,131...
to the pre-Harvest party in the
Jogues triple... to the anti-Harvest
parties in Jougues and all around
campus... to the guys who took
their dates to the Peppermill... to
On The Rocks being single... to
Al's Place and other such quality
establishments... to girls who
cooked dinner for their harvest
dates... it would be an understatement to say that it was finger lickin'
good... to U2 and all their mixes...
and remixes... to Les Paul guitars... they sound as good as an
$850 piece of wood should... to
intramural football playoffs.. .to the
Fifth Dimension... not the place,
the band... to girls who had "problems" with their strapless gowns...
to the trees turning groovy colors...
one of the benefits of New England weather... to All Hallow's
Eve... ghosts are cool...

Boos to the very noisy clock
on the second floor of the library...
talk about distractions... to the guy
that opened up for Jay Leno... who
was that masked man, anyway...
the band at Harvest... what happened to music from this decade?...
to spontaneous combustion... no
further comment on this... to people
who dissed their Harvest dates...
next time pay for your own tickets... to vomit on bathroom floors...
were you too aware of alcohol this
weekend?... to the intense heat in
Bannow... it's hard enough to stay
awake when you are in a box with
no windows... to guys who forgot
to ask their girlfriends to Harvest...
to people who have the nerve to
criticize others Harvest dresses...
to florist shops... $5 for a wilted
rose?... to guys who lose their
corsages before they go out for
dinner... to midterms, midterms,
midterms... and more midterms...
to phone bills... to the rain on Friday night... especially on the main
path at the Point... to crack dealers... get areal job... to skunks who
took their frustrations out on Lacrosse players...

Mirror Campus Calendar
Thurs. Oct. 27
naugh, SJ. "Selling

Bellermine Lecture Rev. John KavaThe Philosophy of Consumerism"

Oak 8pm

Pearson Discusses
Foreign Policy

Peer Tutoring Program

Boooos

-

Student Legislature FDR 7:30-9:30pm
Politics Club Nursing Aud. 7-9pm
Debating Team C207 3:30-5:30pm
Pep Band J25 7-9pm
Glee Club Gonzaga Aud. 5:30pm
Special Dinner: Kostka 2 FDR 5:30

Fri. Oct. 28

Commuter Club FDR 7pm-Mid

Sat. Oct. 29
Field 2pm

Men's Lacrossvs New Haven Campion

Sun. Oct. 30
9pm

FUS A Films: Halloween films Oak
Men's Soccer vs. LaSalle Alumni Field

1pm
Mon. Oct. 31

Sociology Club McEleney 3:30-6:30
Writing Center Workshop FOB 131 5-

6pm
Glee Club Gonzaga Aud 5:30pm
Tues. Nov. 1
12N

All Saints Day Mass Loyaola Chapel
People's Forum: "Education for a Gen-

eration at Risk"
Johnathon Kozol Oak 8pm
Townhouse Alcohol Liability Mtg.
Nursing Aud. 5-

TUTORS NEEDED: TUTORS ARE NEEDED IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS:
Computer Science, Economics, Chemistry, Accounting, Math, Modern Lan "FACLG 6-8pm
guages, Business Statistics, and History.
Tutors are required to have at least a 3.0 overall quality point average and ajWed. Nov.2
written recommendation form a professor int he subject area which will be tutored
See Linda Tribuzio in Loyola 100.

5:30pm
RoteractClub FOB350 7-8:30pm
Peer Counselors Training Mtg. BNW
Circle K Mtg. FOB350 6-7pm
Glee Club Gonzaga Aud. 5:30pm
Special Dinner: Campion 4 FDR 5:30
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Week Devoted to Alcohol Awareness
AnnMarie Puckhaber
News Editor
Last week the Peer Counseling Team at Fairfield sponsored
Alcohol Awaremess Week. It's
goal, said Chris Rinko, Peer Counselor, was to promote "responsible
drinking."
Events were held each
day in order to raise awareness.
The "kick-off for the week took
place on Monday in the Campus
Center where buttons, pamphlets,
and balloons were distributed.
Posters were also made by all the
dormitories and hung throughout

the Campus Center to draw attention to the week.
Also taking part in the
kick-off were Gunster Rehabilitation and the Westport State Police.
Gunster had a display in the Campus Center lobby and the state
troopers brought the "convincer"
onto the campus, which is an apparatus that demonstrates the impact
of a car crash.
On Tuesday, the Peer
Counseling Team showed the
movie "Less Than Zero" in the
Faculty Dining Room. Later that
night the Debate Club argued the
pros and cons of lowering the

drinking age on campus to 18.
A Townhouse Trivia
Contest was held in the Campus
Center Wednesday afternoon but,
despite good prizes, according to
Rinko, did not receive much participation. On Wednesday night
Patty Christiano, Townhouse Director, and Matt Dinnan, Assistant
Director of the Campus Center,
held a bartending class in the Stagher Inn. This event, said Rinko,
allowed students to "learn something as well as have a good time."
The Peer Counseling
Team also had a table set up on
Saturday night at the Harvest
Dance. The display consisted of

extra pamphlets, buttons, and key
chains, along with a test that determined the intoxication level of
someone who was drinking.
Rinko believes the week
was a success "because so many
people put their time into it." He
said that the Peer Counseling Team
had the co-operation of FUSA, the
Mirror, and the administration.
However, he also said that the team
was "surprised that so many people
didn't want a part in it." The Peer
Counselors expected support from
Campus Ministry and the Fairfield
Police Department and did not
receive any.

Announcements Announcements Announcements
PR— Rev. John Kavanaugh, S.J.,
Associate Professor of Philosophy
at St. Louis University, will speak
on "Selling the Philosophy of
Consumerism: An Ethical Challenge" at Fairfield University on
Thurdsay, October 27. The lecture
is part of the Bellarmine Lecture
Series by Distinguished Jesuit
Scholars and will be held at 8 p.m.
in the Campus Center Oak Room.
Admission is free.
Fr. Kavanaugh is a leading
expert in marketing and advertising ethics. He is the author of
"Human Realization," a text in the
philosophy of the human person,
and he specializes in teaching ethics, philosophy of human behavior, and social philosophy. He has
written the column "Viewpoint"
for the St. Louis Review since 1977,
for which he has deceived the National Catholic Press Award for
first place in general commentary.

The Art Gallery at the Center for Financial Studies is presenting an exhibit entitled "American
Art: Past and Present" from November 7-11, from 2:00 - 5:00 P.M.
on weekdays. There is a gala opening to be held on Sunday, November 6, from 3:00 to 5:00 P.M. to
present this selection of important
artworks form the Kennedy Galleries of New York City.
For added information,
please contact Professor Philip Eliasoph of the Fine Arts Department.
Fine Arts Internship in
Photography (3 units). This is an
offering to a Fine Arts major or
minor (or double major) who has
demonstrated photographic expertise either by previous experience
or by successfully completing FA
172 (Basic Photography) at Fair-

field University.
The student who wishes to
apply for this internship must make
his application the previous semester. The requirements are for
the student to be available to
manage the darkroom laboratory
and assist students on Monday and
Tuesday from 3:00 to 6:00pm and
on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday from 1:30 to 4:30pm * beginning the 4th week of the semester
until semester's end (the last classes
are the week of Reading Days).
The academic course work
is as follows: the student must
select a noted photographer (with
the consent of the instructor) to
research and to emulate; a finished
portfolio of 10 mounted prints
executed in the style of the other
photographer, plus a 1,000 word
paper on the noted artist, his work,
it's similarities and differences to

the student's is required. (Footnotes, bibliography, original work).
The applicant for this internship must be mature, responsible and highly motivated to do an
upper level independent project in
the visual arts.
*On Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, the darkroom hours may
be:
Wed, 2:00-5:00pm; Thurs., 1:304:30pm; Fri., 2:00-5:00pm. If you
are interested in this internship,
contact Pofessor Steinman in
Cansius 317.
Do you enjoy being with children?
Students are still needed to help
staff the Afterschool Homework
Help Project. Interested? Contact
Kori Dinnean, Office of Faith,
Peace and Justice Programs,
CNS 200.

Questions:
Weicker
Continued from Page 1
the present time or will be considered in the next couple of years.
Question: In respect to
foreign relations, how do you feel
about about burden-sharing?
Answer: The United States spends
$300 billion on troops sent to foreign countries, whereas Japan
spends $11 billion and Great Britain spends $20 billion. They should
pay a greater share of the bill. The
battleground changed, so we have
to change. The United States
should be activist in a positive
sense.
Question: What, in terms
of dollars and actions, would it
take to pose an all-out drug war?
Answer: Whereas we can only
make dents in the drug supply, we
can try to dry up demand. There
are three basics needed for a drug
war: 1) education in early childhood, from age 5 up, 2) drug addict
programs, now planned but not
funded, and 3) funding for the
coast guard, the FBI, and the Drug
Enforcement Agency solely for the
war on drugs. The two and a half
billion dollar bill wouldn't be
enough. We'd need a multi-billion
dollar bill, with educational costs
being the biggest.
Question: The Social
Security trust fund is presently
combined into the general budget.
Can this fund be kept separate so
that the surplus will rise? Answer:
I totally agree with you. Social
Security should be separate, however, there's not much of a chance
of this happening.

OPERATIONS TRAINING PROGRAM
AT
KLDDER, PEABODY & COMPANY, INC.
Representatives from Kidder, Peabody & Company, a major investment bank and brokerage firm
located in New York City, are hosting an information session describing career opportunities in
our Operations Training Program.

DATE: Tuesday, November 1,1988
TIME: 7:30 p.m.
LOCATION: Faculty Dining Room, Campus Center
Kidder, Peabody's Operations Training Program is a rotational program designed to familiarize trainees
with our major processing and support departments, and to develop the skills needed to manage
business problems, control transaction processing, and create new operating systems.
Interested students should contact the Career Development Center for further information.

KIDDER, PEABODY IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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A Brief History of Fairfield University, Part II
Mary Beth Collins
Staff Writer
During the Mclnness era,
there arose a substantial amount of
scandal and controversey. Fairfield was involved in the Supreme
Court law suit of Tilton vesus
Richardson.
On September
25,1968, Fairfield University along
with Amheist, Albertus Magnus
and Sacred Heart were served with
a complaint challanging the constitutinality of federal construction
grants under Title I of the Higher
Education Facilities Act of 1963.
The complaint was filed by
15 taxpayers and residents of
Connecticut who were represented
by Leo Pfelfer of the American
Jewish Congress and Mr. Peter
Costus of the American Civil Liberties Union. They argued that
these grants promoted the practices of Roman Catholicism and
deprived schools such as Trinity
and Wesleyen from similar awards.
Representing Fairfield, Mr. Edward Bennett Williams argued that
Fairfield University welcomes
other faiths without discriminating against them.
In 1970, the case was
brought to the district court in Hartford, and in 1971 to the Superior
court where a landmark decision
was reached on June 28 that federal funds could be used for buildings on religiously affiliated campuses as long as there were no
signs of religious discrimination.
Fairfield was victorious.
The late 60's of the Mclnness administration also known of
as the "restless years", Fairfield
University students first began by

reacting to the university's strict
parochial environment which included mandatory religious services, prayer before classes and restricted access to books condemned
by the Roman Catholic church. On
April 12,1965 students distributed
the "restricted books" while President Mclnness and Dean James
Coughlin dismissed their actions
as a stunt. In September of that
year, the bishop of Bridgeport
granted authorization for the
Universtiy to keep those books
which helped educate the students.
A year later, required attendance at
mass and the annual retreat was
discontinued.
February 26, 1966 began a
four day protest against formal
attire in the cafeteria and classrooms, which brought about results for the revision of the 196869 handbook which did away with
uniforms. In April of 1968, after a
march demonstration that held a
pigs head on a pole to represent
Father Mclnness, the administration approved dorm councils, elimination of sign in/out sheets at dormitories, and extention of parietal
hours (visiting hours for women).
November 1969 brought
about a more serious rebellion at
Fairfield. A special 5 year program ahd been devised for admission of 17 disadvantaged minority
students with money from the
government. Some of these students, mostly black, presented
President Mclnness with 5 demands on November 14,1969.
They were wishes for more black
students, teachers, a counselor, a
black language, a black holiday for
a nationrial leader, and the estab-

lishmentofablackresidential floor dissent among students were deOn November 21, these students manding tripaititism, meaning
took over Xavier Hall, prohibiting equal governance between the
the day's classes. They allowed students, faculty and administraMclnness to enter the building but tion of Fairfield University. When
locked him in and held a pipe over a Doors concert schedueled for the
his head when he tried to use the Dogwood's Dance was cancelled,
phone. A meetng of the Shidert students were angered even more.
government, University Council, The result was a 7 day takeover of
Academic Council, and Adminis- Canicious Hall where the students
trative Board agreed to negotiate demanded the resignation of Fathe cause without using force. By ther Mclnness and the institution
midnight, Mclnness agreed to all of a binding tripaihte University
the demands, except the segregated governing body.
dormitory because of its unconstiDuring the takeover, a fire
titionality. The effects of this re- broke out in the basement of Canibellionare still with the University cious Hall destroying important
■today as w£ try to increase our mi- records, and several bomb threats
r nority; enrollment■■
were reported. Only 20% of the
,
Finallyi during that same student body attended classes
academic year in April of 1970, which were held elsewhere; often
in a dorm lounge. On April 27 by
a 850-230 vote of the students, the
strike ended. The University
Council, resulting from that strike,
still exists today. Many ministrikes followed the Canicious
takeover, to symbolize dissatisfaction among students. Mclnness
finally took legal steps by calling
in the sheriffs on May 4 to remove
some students from Canicious. The
unhappy end of the 1969-70 school
year resulted in 2 graduation ceremonies. One was held by 70 seniors in the gym, while the official
MOVIES STOCKED FOR SALE
one was held on Bellarmine terrace on June 7th.
Following Father Mclnness
as president, was Rev. Thomas R.
913 POST ROAD • FAIRFIELD, CT
Fitzgerald, S.J., the first president
(Next To Grand Unton)
to be chosen by the board of trus-

VIDCO
SOUACC

COUNTY

COMPACT DISCS AND

254-1107 _ 259-6522 259-6560
1757 POST ROAD EAST • WESTPORT
(WMtfair Center AcroM From Am— D<pt. Store)

tees, rather than the Jesuit community separately incorporated by
Fairfield University on May 9,
1979. This clarified the legal ownership of Fairfield University.
Also, the New England Association of Schools-Colleges praised
President Fitzgerald's organization
of the school and helped to bring it
to recognition along with Fairfield's secular counterparts. Fitzgerald also established the shcool
of continuing education and the
Rec Plex. He resigned July 1979
to go to St. Louis Universtiy.
It is with the resignation of
President Fitzgerald, that Rev.
Aloysius P. Kelly, S.J., our present
president of Fairfield University,
was able to join us. With his September 1979 inauguration, Father
Kelley has led Fairfield University
into the 1980's, increasing its reputation in academic exellence, while
also updating its facilities. Fifteen
townhouses were built between
1982-1987 and a new chapel adn
arts center are also planned for
completion by 1990.
It is in the midst of today's
Kelly administration, that Fairfield
University finds itself accepting
better qualified students each year
and has recently moved into the
"highly competitive" ranks of
Barrons Guide to American colleges.
Through the combined efforts of both faculty and students,
Fairfield has achieved the standard
of excellence which still exists
today.
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1. A six hour Springsteen-style concert
concert featuring Jay Leno's much despised
opening act, Artie Trum.
2. "Sweet Child O' Mine," as sung by the
ghost of Ethel Merman
3. Reincarnation as the Rev. Al Sharpton's
comb
4. The return of acid washed denim
5. Artie Trum in a one hour concert
6. The Possession ofSeilers. Knives and
spoons bend mysteriously while pats of
butter guided by ghostly hands stick to
windows. Forks twist in midair and stick to
the ceiling. Crumpled napkins materialize
in glasses of water and human hairs appear
inside of the meatloaf.
7. Attack of The Pop Star From Hell: Debbie Gibson changes her mind about Hofstra
and really does come to Fairfield.
8. Today's dinner: the so - called "Liver
Fiesta."
9. Artie Trum talking to you for fifteen
minutes while'you wait for the shuttle.
10. New advisor for the debate team: Morton Downey Jr.
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Fairfield Faces

Angelo Caparelli:
Concerned for Our World
Nanciann Norelli
Assistant Features Editor

The founding group, as of
now has a membership of a handful of people, composed of PhysBecause we live in such a ics, Biology, Chemistry and Psybeautiful, secure campus, Fairfield chology Majors. It was originally
students have been accused of not intended to be limited to these
being concerned with what's hap- majors, but now Angelo is extendpening in the world outside. Angelo ing an invitation to any one of any
Caparelli, a senior physics major major.
hailing from Florida, has sought to
Some of the topics that the
challenge this attitude.
group has decided to tackle inAngelo, with the guidance clude Acid Rain, Starvation, the
of Dr. Jack Beal of the Physics use of animals in scientific experiDepartment, founded the "Young mentation, fetal tissue transplants
Concerned Scientists Society", an in Alzheimer Disease and Parkinorganization whose main purpose sons Disease patients, Strategic
is "to bring to the attention of the Defense Initiative, and the use of
public the seriousness of environ- pesticides.
This is not a radical changemental and social issues."
According to Dr. Beal, the the-world-vigilante group, but a
three main goals are "to form an group whom seeks to educate the
issue-related approach to science, public on various topics of concollect and research information- cern to the global community.
on an issue, then educate the pub- "Instead of arguments about
lic."
whether Communism or Capital-

ism is better, let's accept each other
for what we are and continue on. It
is supposed to be 'We the people'
but then it changed to 'We the
government' and now its 'We the
big business.' It is possible for
businesses to make money and still
do good for the public."
The first project of the
semester is an introductory paper,
consisting of a brief summary of
the subjects to be discussed. The
paper will be published in the New
York Times, Miami Herald, New
Haven Register, Fairfield Advocate, Washington Post and copies
will be sent to various politicians,
including the Big Guy on Pennsylvania Avenue.
It is truly a great opportunity for any one who'd like to
make some kind of difference. Any
one who would like to become a
member is encouraged to drop a
note in Box 176.

\ngelo Caparelli
Michelle Clifford
?Nien! Nien! (the German word locations during their travels. Once
for "no")" once the exorcism be- Ed started investigating houses
gan.
more frequently, Lorraine decided
The third exorcism took to use her powers of clairvoyance,
place in New Jersey and it was the powers that she had even as a child.
Ed further frightened the scariest of the three. Ed described Today she describes herself as a
crowd when he spoke about the how the possessed girl had to be light trance medium with the abildangers of the Ouija board. He restrained by three burly football ity to pick up thought impressions
defined the terms incubus and players while the spirit forced her present in the environment. It is for
succubus - diabolical spirits which to thrash around uncontrollably. this reason that she often goes first
attack people and physically and The demons are able to give the into the haunted house to try and
sexually abuse them. The spirits possessed unnatural strength, and detect any spiritual energy.
can disguise themselves as benign can often defy natural laws. In one
They have been touring
or even friendly, and can fool the case, a girl under the control of an colleges for 20 years now and they
user of a Ouija board into trusting unclean spirit was able to walk have been or radio and T.V. as well
them enough to call them up.
through a solid wall.
as written two books. They are
He showed a slide of a badly
To the relief of most pres- also involved with hosting tours of
bruised girl. She was attacked by ent, the Warrens informed the haunted locations throughout the
an invisible spirit after she used the audience that demonic possession British Isles. They mentioned that
Ouija board and openly invited the can only occur if the victim some- their yearly tours of England were
spirit to prove itself. Unfortunately, how brings the demon onto them- open to all who are interested, but
the spirit identified itself as that of selves. This presented a very strong advised that waiting around to see
a rapist, and repeatedly assaulted case for the destruction of any Ouija a ghost is not all that much fun
the girl. She had to be cleansed boards that might be on campus.
when its done alone, at 3:00 am
through an exorcism which the
Ed and Lorraine Warren (the Devil's hour), on top of a
Warrens helped perform.
have been investigating the realm drafty castle.
The next segment showed of the supernatual for 43 years.
Although the lecture satisslides of haunted houses and They have researched over 3,000 fied many who attended, there were
castles. There was the Manor cases of reported phenomena, in- no students stood up and offered to
House in London, where 49 people, cluding exorcisms, seances, telepa- give up their spring break to go
have committed suicide, and the thy and many other "occult" sci- ghost hunting. The Warrens may
most haunted house in England, ences.
not have converted all of the skepthe Borley Rectory. Much of the
The Warrens were married tics in the audience, but nearly
segment was spent looking at slides at 18 and they toured the U.S. as everyone who attended left the
of more haunted houses, castles, professional artists. Living in a lecture with a lump in their stomand a few flat tires that the Warrens haunted house in Bridgeport, CT. ach and more than a few gooseclaim were caused by spirits that enticed him to investigate haunted bumps.
had something to hide.
Classifieds Classifieds Classifieds
The highlights of the lecture were tape recordings of three SPRING BREAK TOUR PROMOTER-ESCORTxnergetic person, M/F, to
different exorcisms where one take sign-ups, for our Florida tours. We furnish all materials for a successful procould actually hear demon voices. motion. Good pay and fun. Call CAMPUS MARKETING at 1-800-777-2270.
It was at this point that those who Earn extra income in your spare time. Nature inspired, health oriented, N YSE,
are easily frightened were re- Fortune 500 company. For more info call 333-2666.
quested to leave the room. The
Warrens had made this request WaitersAVaitresses Wanted. 5 Jo closing. For interview call 255-9779 or 333repeatedly throughout the program, 2292. Friendly Restaurants. Equal Opportunity Employer.
but it was only at this point that
Pro Painters need a campus representative. Must be ambitious.
people began leaving in large College
Needs to generate names by hanging posters, passing out flyers, and helping with
numbers. The first tape was from a a recruiting table. $50.00 per every person from F.U. who shows up for first
haunted house in England, and interview. Call Kim Clark 1-800-346-4649.
featured a conversation between
two demons named Freddy and
Tommy, who even spoke with
Cockney accents. The second tape
was in German, and was hard to
understand, but the growling voices
could clearly be heard shrieking

The Warrens: Real Ghostbusters
Tom Rhatigan
Staff Writer
Joseph C. DeVito
Editor in Chief
With the upcoming Halloween season approaching, it was only
appropriate that "America's Top
Ghost Hunters," Ed and Lorraine
Warren, spoke to the students of
Fairfield University in the Oak
Room last Tuesday. Their lecture
dealt with the supernatural, including haunted houses, exorcisms,
demons, and ghosts.
Their lecture opened with a
brief slide presentation of photographs of ghosts and demons.
Lorraine Warren then spoke on
one of the most horrifying cases
they had ever witnessed. It was
about a haunted house in Southington, Connecticut, and it really
grabbed the audience's attention.
She spoke of how the house used to
be a funeral home and that the
family that moved in were being
victimized by spirits and ghosts.
They performed a "Ritual Romano," the ultimate rite of an
exorcism, and it was successful.
She noted, interestingly, that
when "A Current Affair" covered
the story and made a joke out of it,
one hour after the show a branch in
front of the haunted Southington
house broke and hit a wire shorting
out 180,000 homes in the downtown area.
Ed Warren then got up and
briefly spoke of how he got involved in this business. Evidently,
as a child, he lived in a haunted
house in Bridgeport, CT, and his
curiosity increased when he got
older.
He stated that the purpose
of his and his wife's lectures were
to show the public the reality of
their work, as well as to answer
questions as: "Why do ghosts exist

and what do they want?"
"I'm going to try to give
everyone here a better understanding of our work," Ed stated. "Even
though there are things I've seen
that I still don't understand. We
are raised to believe that there are
no such things as ghosts. Nevertheless, you cannot deny their existance."
He proceeded to show us
slides ofpsychic photography. The
first one was of a man in a car
driving home from visiting his
mother's gravesite. When the
picture was developed, an image
of his mother was sitting in the
back seat of his car, smiling.
Other photos included a
child with a dog. In the picture was
an old lady's face staring at the
dog. Before she died, the old lady
turned out to have lived in the
apartment behind. She also liked
dogs, and because of the "spiritual
attraction" of the puppy, she made
herself appear in the photo. There
were many of these slides and each
one captivated the semi-frightened
audience.
Although Ed occasionally
brought humor into his lecture, he
became very serious when he talked
about satanism. Satanism deals
with satanic worship, often involving desecration of religious objects and acts unimaginable cruelty. Human and animal sacrifices
are among the horrors committed.
"They are monsters in human
form," Ed said. "They harness
psychic energy to conjure up devils. There is not one high school or
college that does not have a satanic
cult following. Most satanists are
people who are either intrigued by
black magic, or just misfits who
follow everybody else. They get in
so deep that they can't get out."
He even spoke of a park in
Fairfield that involved a horrible
case of satanic rituals. The police
are still investigating it today.
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Fairfield Football:
Only a Dream?
It has been said many times before and surely this won't be
the last, "Wouldn't it be great if we had a football team here at Fairfield?"
Imagine a Saturday afternoon when you didn't have to sit
home and watch 80,000 screaming fans sitting in South Bend or
100,000 in Ann Arobr. Imagine rushing to get out of bed to beat
the crowds pouring into Alumni Field. Imagine taking a four hour
road trip to watch the Stags play Holy Cross for a league championship. After four years of imaigning, some students feel that
maybe they missed something; something big and exciting that
they have to hear about from a friend or relative at a football
school.
There are few people here at Fairfield who would oppose a
football team. Just two years ago Fairfield's Club football team
folded when it could no longer field an adequate number of players. Although fingers were pointed at both administration and students for not supporting the team, no one was willing to accept full
blame, yet no one was in favor of dropping the club.
The fact is, running a football team on any level is costly.
Insurance, equipment, salaries for coaches and proper facilities
all must be covered before anyone can suit up.
But that's not to say it can't be done. In the midst of the University's $35 million drive to improve the quality of the University,
sports fans here are wondering how come a few dollars couldn't
blow into a football pool. However, that's not the solution. Pure
football funding must come from Alumni willing to solely support
a program. The administration's first duty lies in improving the
education of its students. Only a joint effort between the two can
produce such a dream as a football squad.
A football team is a long range capital plan. Even for a
Division III type team to emerge here, a 5 year plan would probably
have to be developed which means attending students would
never see an end result.
The cries from students are that schools similar to ours have
teams, why can't we? The truth is that the relative youth of the University compounded with the small size of Alumni field would
make it difficult to compete with such schools as Fordham and
Holy Cross, where football is becoming bigger than basketball.
The only way for football to emerge on our campus before
the turn of the century, would be if a committment was made by
both the administration and Alumni. Only then could we imagine
"What if..."

Learn Your Lesson
Thanks to the efforts of many dedicated FUSA committee
workers, this Harvest weekend will remain a pleasant memory in
the minds of most students. Unfortunately, there is often another
memory that accompanies social functions at the college level,
and that is the unpleasant memory of alcohol abuse.
It is unfortunate that the message of Alcohol Awareness
Week was not taken to heart by all Fairfield students. There is a
tendancy among certain students to consider special events such
as Harvest as an excuse to drink recklessly without considering
the consequences. A special event is not an excuse for abusing
alcohol. Nothing is.
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Letters to the Editor
To the editor,
I am writing in response to
Christine Henchar's commentary
entitled "The Presidential Debates,
Round II." I find many of the
assumptions expressed by Ms.
Henchar to be insulting to American voters.
One of the most frequently
heard complaints about the 1988
Presidential race is that political
image is-being stressed more than
the issues at hand. The article contributes to this problem with the
assertion that Vice President
George Bush clearly won the debate because, among other reasons:
"There were no tremors in his voice
this time around... Nor did he subject himself to any major gaffes."
Is this all we require of a Presidential candidate? Is the content of
Mr. Bush's remarks less important
than the tone of his voice? Is it

To the Editor,
I am writing in response to
the commentary in the October 20,
1988 issue of the Mirror. I am offended, as that piece had to be one
of the most biased attempts at
journalism this sideof theNational
Enquirer. I do realize, however,
that commentaries are often biased. I feel compelled now to
briefly express my interpretation
of the Presidential Debate as well
as Governer Dukakis.
I agree with the author of
the commentary that Vice President Bush maintained himself
rather well; that much was impressive. I also believe, however, that
not only did Dukakis not perform
as poorly as some seem to believe,
but rather that he performed well.
First, I would like to address
Dukakis' "half-hearted and preplanned jokes." I personally could
care less if it took him four years to
come up with that joke. What I do
care about is that he was absolutely
correct! Bush is centering his campaign against Dukakis on making
Liberalism derogatory. Also, he
has attempted to make equally
derogatory, support for an organization that through the years has
fought against infringement of the
Constitutional rights of all Americans.
Another statement that I
must take issue with is that "the
U.S. President does not necessarily have to be a comedian" according to the commentary. Necessarily
? the President does not have to be
a comedian at all! When I want to
laugh, I'll check out Jay Leno!
Another erroneous infer-

To the Editor,
Last week the Peer Counseling Network observed Alcohol
Awareness Week by providing a
full agenda of activities. The
members of the Alcohol Awareness Team successfully designed
and conducted several outstanding
programs that were apreciated by
all in attendence. Inherent to such
a large scale program such as this,
there are a number of individuals
who deserve recognition for their
contributions.
In order to provide a wellrounded program it was necessary

really worthwhile to debate the
issue of which candidate's jokes
were more spontaneous?
It is sad fact of American
politics that many voters are
swayed more by the personalities
of the candidates than by their
positions on the issues. However,
it is my belief that those who write
about politics have a responsibility
to argue against this tendency, not
to encourage it through flippancy.
When Ms. Henchar does
discuss the actual responses of the
candidates, she applauds the Vice
President for "twisting his answer
to reiterate one of his major campaign themes... thereby increasing
his image as a family man." Personally, I would rather have a President who attempts to give the press
an honest, thoughtful reply than
one who "twists his answers" out
of concern for his image. M y
purpose here is not to debate the

issues or advocate one candidate
over another; I will say, however,
that I find it ludicrous to pretend
that negative campaigning is a
tactic employed only by the Democrats in this race.
I also believe that undecided
voters deserve more credit for intelligent judgement than they are
given by this article; Mrs Henchar
writes: "Once a candidate breaks
away with a clear lead the undecided voters will jump on the bandwagon and vote for him because
everyone loves a winner." This
statement is insulting to all those
voters who are taking time to make
a careful, studied decision about
which candidate to support.
I believe that the election of
our President is a serious matter.
Articles such as this one serve to
undermine its seriousness and
breed cynicism in the minds of
readers.
Christine Power, '89

ence occured when she said that are unaware of the Junction of the
Dukakis "tripped up" and could Mirror Commentary section. Ms.
not name one contemporary hero. Basso refers toChristine Henchar's
I feel that Governer Dukakis deliv- article as "one of the most biased
ered a sophisticated and intelligent attempts at journalism this side of
display of rhetorical style. By the National Enquirer." While the
abstaining from specifics on this extentofMs. Basso's knowledge of
issue, he carefully avoided the supermarket periodicals is not
inadvertant alienation of some known, she herself continues to
people.
say "I do realize however, that
Finally, it is worth noting commentaries are often biased."
that the author of last week's
A commentary, by nacommentary does not know the ture, is an expression of an individmeaning of the word "negative," ual's opinion; it is difficult to imagas in "negative campaigning". She ine a scenario in which a commentook Dukakis to task because "he tary could be without bias. When
picked on Quayle again!" What Ms. Power says "my belief," that is
she should learn is that it is not just as legitimate as Ms. Henchar's
negative campaigning to point out belief(s). Disagreeing with an opinthe glaring and even frightening ion doesn't necessarily make it an
inadequacy of Bush's choice for invalid one. Case in point: Ms.
the Vice Presidential candidate. Power contends that Ms. Henchar's
Quayle, by virtue of his position regarding undecided
candidacy,is fair game. What is voters is insulting, yet she ignores
negative campaigning, on the other the effects of exit polling on those
hand, is the distorted commercials who haven't yet made up their
from the Bush camp, that try to minds.
depict Dukakis as personally reMs. Basso and Ms. Power
sponsible for all the ills of the both claim to disdain "articles such
country.
as this" because they have a negaThere are a number of other tive effect on the decision making
grievances toward this commen- of the reader. Yet isit not the free
tary but I cannot cover them all circulation of ideas and conflicthere. I am sorry that the commen- ing opinions that aids one in the
tary was so biased. I am very con- process of decision making?
cerned about my future and the
The Mirror Commentary
future of our country. Judgemental section exists as a forum for memand distorted commentary like this bers of the University community
is not conducive to intelligent to express their opinions, whether
decision making.
those opinions are popular or not.
Respect for, not agreement with,
Michele Basso, '89
the opinion is the main criterion.
The Mirror currently has
no plans to change our CommenEditor's Note: Apparently, Ms. Powers and Ms. Basso tary policy.

to involve various off-campus
organizations. The Guenster Rehabilitation Facility graciously
provided a representative and informative display in the Campus
Center. The Westport State Police
made available to students, "The
Convincer:; and apparatus which
simulates the impact of an automobile crash. R.I.D. (Remove
Intoxicated Drivers) supplied
breathscan alcohol detectors for
voluntary use during the Harvest
Dance. Lastly, gift certificates used
as prizes were donated by Timothy's Ice Cream, Domino's Pizza,
Subway Deli, and the Stag-Her

Inn.
The Alcohol Awareness
Team alos received tremendous
support form individuals and organizations across the University.
Matt Dinon and Patty Christiano
directed an excellent program
dealing with bartending techniques
and the legal aspects of serving
alcohol. The Media Center provided fast, efficient preparation for
the movie "Less Than Zero". Joe
DeVito and the Mirror staff were
especially cooperative in attending to our publication needs. Frank
Carroll, Rusty Magner, and FUSA
offered help throughout the week

Commentary
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TH Guests: Don't Wear Out Your Welcome
Dan Lederer
Contributing Writer
First of all, this is not my
rendition of a guide to good manners. Being someone who's social
graces have been compared to those
of a Neanderthal, I do not consider
myself qualified to write such a
piece. Rather, consider this to be a
guide for proper respect with specific applications to be used at
townhouse parties.
Fairfield students hear of,
search out, and find the happening
social event on campus for the
evening which often turns out to be
at the townhouses. This is good as
it leads to promotion of social
togetherness, a Jesuit goal and tradition.
However, as at the
townhouses, where drunks, alcoholics, and dipsomaniacs as well
as weekend "buzzers" and occasional drink-to-excessers are met
with an endless flow of pure, beechwood aged, ice cold barley and
hops, the usual dignified and respectable Fairfield student is turned
into something a little less. This
too, I feel, is good. I'm sure everyone will attest a little immorality

does the heart good. But behind all
these bacchanalian acitvities is
someone who is often forgotten:
the townhouse owner.
Although my stint as a
townhouse owner is comparable to
the time it took Robin Givens to
spend some of her husband's
money (that's not very long), I
have been met with the same disrespect of which I
speak. Therefore,
I would like to list
a few guidelines
for students to follow so as not to
offend their hosts
at the townhouses
while being able to
maintain their
drunken festivities:
1.
The
townhouse residents are spending
lots of money on
their parties. As a
guest, you should
therefore be considerate to the
house. Dropping beverages and
breaking things is to be expected
according to the laws of the popu-

lar philosophy, "S—t happens."
Like I said, this is expected, so
don't worry, and just be careful.
More importantly, however, don't
steal from the townhouses. This
includes money, tapes, glasses,
LICENCES!, and even bowling
balls. You may consider this to be
amusing, but whatever you take is
usually deeply missed. This is

obviously rude and definitely not
cool. Futhermore, don't take food
from the house. Perhaps you feel
that taking food is like taking a

lounge chair off the QEII, but we
pay for our own food up here and
every little bit helps (even if it's
moldy).
2. Either stay in the house or
leave. This is not the choice of the
house but rather that of security. If
people begin wandering out of the
house and waiting in front, it's
sending a message to security that
something
very screwy
is going on.
The less security at a
townhouse
party, the
better. So,
when you
leave a party,
leave, and if
you have to
wait, wait
somewhere
else.
3
.
Don't urinate on the
floor. The townhouses are conveniently located around some of
Fairfield's finest woods. So help
the eco-system grow, not the

townhouse.
4. Be careful. The steps at
the townhouses can get slippery,
and if one person falls, he or she
rarely goes alone. This may appear funny in its resemblence to a
Three Stooges film or even a visual of Eddie Murphy's Aunt Bunny
falling down a flight of stairs, but
it's not. So either be careful or
wear constructon boots (which just
slipped off Vogues top ten
women's foot apparel list.) Also,
don't drink and drive. Walking is
hard enough.
These are basic guidelines
that, if followed, will make
townhouse parties more enjoyable
for those who make them possible.
When I recently triedto enforce
these rules, I was rudely referred to
as a certain bodily organ that also
happens to be my father's first
name. This is unfair. Perhaps this
accusation came from naivete of
townhouse policies and regulations. Hopefully now, townhouse
guests will be a little more knowledgeable and respectful, and in the
end, we can all drink merrily together. Kampai.

Warren Lecture: Ignoring the Real Evils?
Shawn P. Brady
Staff Writer
Last week, FUSA and Rotaract hosted a lecture featuring
Mr. and Mrs. Warren, two of
America's most prominent "ghost
hunters". The Warrens have been
investigating cases of ghosts,
demons, and other supernatural
occurences for over forty years. In
addition, they have traveled extensively to haunted houses and castles
around the world, and written several books about supernatural
forces.
Although the Warrens came

short of delivering an entirely convincing presentation, their lecture
suceeded in frightening and entertaining many who attended.
Throughout the lecture, the Warrens tried to prove the existence of
ghosts and demons by way of
photos, recordings, and their own
experiences with the supernatural.
They probably could have
done a better job of convincing the
audience had they allowed room
for other explanations. In every
case, the Warrens ruled out any
possibility that the supernatural occurence could have been caused
by physical or psychological rea-

Letters. Cont'd
and provided much needed financial support.
Nancy Gelston invested
precious time and talent designing
the banner prominently displayed
outside the Campus Center. The
Debate Club hosted a controversial discussion regarding the pros
and cons of lowering the drinking
age on campus to 18. And throughout the week Fran Gencarelli and
Jim Fitzpatrick were available to
manage any emergencies that
arose. The services provided by
these people were crucial to the
success of the program.
Regretabley, Campus Ministry was unable to offer their involvement in any phase of the
Alcohol Awareness Program. It is
puzling, and nevertheless unfortunate, that a group committed to
serving the campus community was
unavailable to extend their services for such a worthwhile cause.
Hopefully, this situation will be an
exception, not a tradition.
Under the direction of Barry
Vesciglio, director of Peer Counseling, and Peter Lofrumento,
President of Peer Counseling, the
Alcohol Awareness Team (Joanne
Fedele, Lisa Brett, Bill Delgaudio,
Rich Bianco, Christine Livingstone, Mike Tartamella, Liz
Schiebel, and Jill Marinari) invested a significant amount of time
in hopes of promoting a message.
Their message was realistic and
clear: Responsible drinking is up
to the individual. I respect and

appreciate everything they brought
into the program. And I hope their
message is recognized and applied.
Christopher Rinko
To the Editor,
Plans for the Senior Gift are
officially underway. Next Monday, October 31 - Friday, November 4, seniors can vote on the Senior Gift in the Campus Center
Lobby.
To date, three suggestions
have been approved by Dr. John
Barone, University Provost. One
option is to donate a seating arrangement consisting of benches
and shrubery located mid-way
between the new chapel and the
Regina A. Quick Center for the
Arts. A second option is to donate
a sign with plantings inside the
Barlow Road entrance to read:
"Fairfield University, Founded
1942." A third plan is to donate a
gift towards the Capital Campaign
Drive, such as a $10,000 donation
towards the new Chapel or library
improvemetns.
Seniors are strongly encouraged to come out and vote. If you
have any questions or comments
please contact us.
Greg Scanlon
Beth Gillin

sons.
Another problem with the
lecture was the fact that most of it
was a recording. Students attending had to sit for over two hours
listening to a tape recording of the
Warrens lecture. At one point in
the talk, Mr. Warren stood up and
left the room. Perhaps he was
bored.
Despite these problems, the
lecture was for the most part successful. When Mr. and Mrs. Warren did speak, the audience found
them interesting and humorous.
The Warrens told captivating stoTo the Editor,
On behalf of the alumni
relations office, I want to thank the
staff of the Mirror for your enthusiastic coverage of the Senior
Giving Project. This is a very important program for each Senior
Class, and I am delighted to see
such support from the student
newspapaer in promoting this program.
In the October 13 issue of
the Mirror, Chris Michailoff wrote
an excellent editorial proposing that
the class of 1989 consider raising
funds for a lasting memorial.
Evoking images of the bells of
Notre Dame and the Liberty Bell,
the writer suggested that the class
raise funds for a bell in the new

Write for
the
Mirror!

At this point, I would like to

make a statement. If you want to
spend your life hunting ghosts and
devils, that's great. Everyone
would probably do just fine without them. However, there is a
different type of evil that exists
which we should be aware of. It is
the everyday kind of evil we tend
to overlook. This evil comes in the
forms of racism, prejudice, inequality, ignorance, etc... These are
the real spirits that haunt our lives.
Furthermore, a person doesn't need
a degree in science or a ghostbuster backpack to fight these
problems. All that is needed is a
genuine concern for social justice
and love.

Chapel and Campus Ministry
Center. This is a great idea on
paper, but unfortunately, in this
case it is not realistic.
The first obstacle is cost;
the bell tower of the new chapel is
well beyond the financial reach of
a class of only 708 students. Secondly, and Chris certianly had no
access to this information, one of
the major donors to the Chapel has
already requested the honor of
dedicating the Bell Tower as a
family memorial.
The Campaign for Fairfield,
as all of you have read, is a milestone in Fairfield University's
development, and the class of '89
has an historical opportunity to be
the first class to participate in this
comprehensive campaign. Within

the $35 million overall goal,'the
University has many specific projects than can benefit from the
support of the support of the class
of '89.
The members of the senior
giving committee will be holding
an election in the campus center
the week of October 31 so that the
entire class may vote on the project
of their choice.
Once again, my thanks to
the staff at the Miror and the class
of '89 volunteers who are all so
enthusiastic about this project. I
look forward to the "Kick-off of
the class of '89 Senior Giving Program.
Mary Smith
Acting Director, Alumni Relations

ries of their exciting and dangerous experiences with families suffering from unexplained tragedies.
The Warrens enhanced their lecture with slides of spirits and tape
recordings of demons in the act of
possesion. Most of the "ghosts" in
the photos were easily seen and the
recordings of the demons seemed
to frighten the audience. If hearing
these tapes made anyone run for
their crucifix, I suggest he stay
away from the public housing
buildings in Harlem or the South
side of Chicago. On an average
Saturday night, you can hear worse.
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UMOJA AND FUSA
PRESENTS:

FRIGHT NIGHT
AT CLUB FAIRFIELD

SATURDAY,
OCTOBER 29,1988
9:00 P.M.
$3.00 ADMISSION WITH COSTUME!
$4.00 ADMISSION WITHOUT COSTUME!
THERE WILL BE A DJ TAKING YOUR REQUESTS!
PLEASE COME IN COSTUME!
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Leno Leaves'em Laughing
Brian Dunleavy
Arts and Entertainment
Perhaps not everyone really cares what happens on the
Friday night of Harvest Weekend
here at Fairfield University. Cares
seemed to be turned more toward
Saturday night's festivities. However, this year especially, the anticipation of the annual Friday night
concert was lackluster, at best.
Excitement, as well as ticket sales,
for Jay Leno was certainly not on
par with that of INXS. Despite this
lack of pre-concert excitement, Mr.
Leno's performance turned out to
be quite an enjoyable evening.
The evening's entertainment began with an opening act, a
sort of folk singer/comedian, Artie
Trum. Trum did not seem to be
able to do either facet of his act
very well on Friday night. Mr.
Trum has had experience with

opening up for big name acts before, working with Eddie Murphy,
among others. Nevertheless his
act was mediocre at best and certainly not appropriate for the house
he was playing. The Fairfield
audience rudely booed Trum,
though it might have been deserved,
but regardless, he continued his
uninspiring performance and further angered the crowd by comparing their attention span to that of
Vice Presidential candidate Dan
Quayle.
After this poor start to the
evening's activities the crowd was
starving to be entertained. Jay
Leno answered their call with his
entrance, for, after a little barb
aimed at Trum, he conitnued with
a fine act. Performing in a Johnny
Carson monologue style (possibly
practicing for Monday night), Leno
discussed anything from political
commentary to dating rituals. His

Happenings

prepared material seemed to make
up for, in the eyes of the audience,
the lethargic start to the evening.
After the completion of his
prepared material, Leno, who requested the houselights be turned
on for his performance, began
playing off the audience. Here, his
witty and sarcastic barbs seemed
to please the audience, reminding
me of a club act, and thus making
Leno less of a superstar act, but a
more enjoyable act.
Jay Leno's- concert was
definitely a worthwhile evening
out, amusing the mixed audience
of area residents and University
students. Despite the lack of a full
house (though it was nearly so), a
sound opening act and the preshow excitement of an INXS, Mr.
Leno was on a roll and definitely
delivered the promise of an exciting evening.

Halloween IV:
A Frightening Folly
Tony Germinario
Staff Writer
Halloween IV: The Return
of Michael Myers does not hold
back any punches. The film does
not want to develop an elaborate
or, for that matter, even an entirely
original plot. It doesn't want to
express any profound idea to make
the viewer think. What it does
want to do is scare you. And that it
will.
The film is again set in the
town of Haddonfield, Illinois, ten
years after Michael Myers' first
killing spree. It is Halloween, of
course, and Myers, presumed to be
an invalid for life, escapes from

authorities while being transported
to a federal sanitarium. This time,
however, instead of his sister, he is
out to kill his niece Jamie, his only
living relative, who is played by
Danielle Harris.
Donald Pleasance recreates
his role of the estranged Dr.
Loomis, Myers' former psychiatrist. Loomis successfully convinces the entire town, including
the sheriff and town drunks, of the
threat Myers poses. With the help
of step-sister Rachel Lloyd, played
by Ellie Cornell, the two try to
protect the young girl from her
uncle and to destroy the evil Myers.
As with the previous three
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films, there are a few unrealistic
scenes in which you may have to
stretch your imagination. The
performances of the actors were
not outstanding but they were not
intended to be either. The main
intent of this movie is to frighten
people, which it does. The film is
filled with tense moments especially when the town's power goes
out and Myers roams freely
throughout the town, killing at will.
If you are looking for an
intellectual movie, then Halloween IV is not the movie for you.
But if you want to be scared or
even if you are just out for a Halloween thrill,, JTze Return of Michael Myers will do the job.

Brian Dunleavy
Arts and Entertainment
Well Rock n' Roll and film seem to highlight the news this
week.
U2's film, Rattle & Hum, opens in New York this week. Controversy over release of the soundtrack seems to not have had an effect
on the excitement surrounding the release of the film. The film
features live footage from outdoor stadiums on The Joshua Tree Tour.
John Cougar Mellencamp has co-written a screenplay and
plans to star in a film to be made soon, entitled Riding the Cage.
Mellencamp, believe it or not, would be cast to play a singer from Indiana.
Tina Turner's autobiography, /, Tina, is being adapted into a
screenplay to be produced soon. Rumor has it Robin Givens is being
cast to play the singer.
Dennis Quaid is being cast to play another singer. This time
a movie is being made on the life of wild rock n' roller Jerry Lee Lewis. The movie portrays Lewis' on and off-stage life centered around
his music.
Also soon to begin production is a sequel, Ghostbusters II. The
film featuring the original cast (Dan Akroyd, Bill Murray, Harold
Ramis, and George Hudson). Filming is set to begin next month.
Speaking of Bill Murray, he is set to play a Scrooge-like,
tightwad T.V. executive in another remake of Dicken's/i Christmas
Carol. This time it is entitled just plain Scrooged.
Jethro Tull has just anounced that they will once again return
to the studio and make an album. The as yet untitled album is due out
in July and the band will tour by Christmas 1989.
Hopefully a few people got to see Jay Leno on Friday night (see
review) I hear Artie Trum (his opening act) will be playing the Oak
Room next week.
. Finally at Toad's Place on November 3 Physical Graffiti will
be playing. This will be a worthwhile show for all you Led Zepellin
fans.
And the adventure continues...
Attention: Fine Arts Majors, Double Majors and Fine Arts Minors:
Registration for Fine Arts Majors is November-7, 8 and 9 from 3:30 to
5:00 P.M. The Fine Arts Department wishes to offer Fine Arts Majors, Double
Majors and Minors the opportunity to register for Photography (FA 172) before
regular registration for classes begins. In the past semesters, this class has filled
up quickly with seniors with low lottery numbers. As a Fine Arts major or minor,
you would benefit from taking this class earlier in your college career. If you
wish to ensure a place in this heavily subscribed course, pleae contact Professor
Steinman (CNS 317, Ext. 2411) and let her know you wish to be in the class this
spring. Your will be placed on a pre-registration list.
To be sure of a place in the class, contact Professor Steinman by phone,
in person, or leave a note under the door of Canisius 317 before registration for
the spring semester begins.

Boccioni: Futurism at the Met
Anne DeVivo
Staff writer
There's a lot of artistic clutter out there; if you think about it
too much it can make you feel like
your head is going to explode! But
don't worry, spontaneous combustion is rare in these cases, so keep
thinking, and while you're at it, go
see Boccioni: A Retrospective at
the Metropolitan Museum of Art.
What? Who is Boccioni?
You mean you've never heard of
one of the most ingenius of the
Futurist artists? Oh, and I suppose
you're not too steady on "Futurism" either, right?
Let's begin with Umberto
Boccioni and his artistic cronies:
Marinetti, Balla, Severini and
Prampolini ,to name a few, all
collaborators on the "Manifesto"
declaring themselves as a group
known as "Futurists." The ideas in
the manifesto were completely
revolutionary, celebrating the
"now" as the only reality, rejecting
the monotonous, exalting originality, rebelling against the tyranny of
the old and the aesthetics of good
taste. By 1909 this self-promoting, multi-media group proclaimed
themselves as broken from the past
and began turning out works the
like of which had never been seen.
It was probably because no
one had ever broken away from the
traditional ideas of form and volume while simultaneously reacting to fascism, industrialism, and
war. Through synthesizing the
various themes of the violent society in which they lived and in which
we continue to live today, and
through expressing their art, the
Futurists influenced innumerable
artistic movements following them.
Boccioni and his cohorts

liked violence, motion and speed,
and praised war as the "sole hygiene of mankind." In both his
painting and sculpture, Boccioni
gets involved with the philosophical idea of "flux" as well as "dynamism" in all its facets. A brilliant
example of this is "The City Rises,"
1910-11, an oil painting ablaze with
the multifaceted color of motion,
representing the wave of industrialization embraced by Boccioni
and the other Futurist artists. In
sculpture on view at the Met is the
bronze "Unique Forms of Continuity of Forms in Space." In it a
multi-planed figure is plowing
through the space meant to cdnfine
it.
The Futurists as a cohesive
group disintegrated following the
death of their most gifted contributor in 1916 after his fall from a
horse. Eventually the movement
was somewhat revived in the late
twenties by a different group of
men with a separate set of objectives and results. None of the
consequent revivals had the zeal or
sincerity of the original movement,
nor the bizarre tenets and
manifestos declaring machines and
industrialism as part of their new
"religion."
The Met provides viewers
of their Boccioni retrospective a
complete image of the artist
throughout his career as well as an
idea of what Futurism means then
and now without actually bringing
you back to where it all began. The
opportunity to witness such a display of the Futurist strain of talent
is a rare treat here in the U.S.A.,
since most of these works find
their permanent home in Italy. So
even if you still don't know where
this radical Italian artist and his
fellow draughtsmen were coming

from, someday you might want
to...Baccioni: A Retrospective
continues through January 8,1989
at the Metropolitan Museum of
Art, New York.
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The new
revolution in
communications
has begun...
Coming Soon
To Fairfield U!

VOICE MESSAGE NETWORK

What is it? Call for a recorded demo.
454 - 6563
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WANTED:
Responsible person to drive 8th grader to
and from horse-back lessons. Afternoons
twice a week. Generous hourly payments
plus mileage. Flexible hours. Call 259-8822
9 to 5 or 371-8075 after 7 p.m.

NEED TYPING DONE?
Done at student's convenience
at my home
Punctuation and spelling checked
Reasonable rates
For more information please call
Fern at 849-1115

SWIM COACH
WANTED
National Champion
Wilton Wahoos

The Fairfield Mirror
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—Looking for coach to work
with age group swimmers

49

WORD PROCESSING
SERVICE

00

REPORTS. RESUMES,
TERM PAPERS.

—Excellent pay
—Flexible hours
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RORiej\L

Call 762-0715

* REASONABLE
RATES *

THE TANNING PROFESSIONALS
Bridgeport
4749 Main St.
MUST HAVE ID
372-0884
CALL NOW

PROMOTE YOUR

CLUB • TEAM

822 REEF RD.,
FAIRFIELD. CT.

(203) 254-3456

Part Time Package Loaders/Unloaders

Advanced Mathematics
AtUPS

HAVE YOUR UNIQUE DESIGN
SILKSCREENED ON:

T-SHIRTS • SWEATS • BOXERS
•ANYTHING YOU CAN IMAGINE
PROFESSIONALLY PRINTED BY

MONKEY MISINESI

$2,000 this Semester
+ $2,000 next Semester

The Singing Telegram/Balloon Delivery Co.

1875 Black Rock Turnpike, Fairfield, CT 06430
behind Newmark & Lewis • lots of free parking

$4,000 per school year

Fairfield

Norwalk

New Haven

Stamford

367-1876

852-1876

787-1876

967-9090

HIGH QUALITY •LOW PRICES
EXCELLENT SERVICE
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You don't have to be a Math major to figure out the advantage of working part time with UPS. When you sign up for our midnight shift you'll
qualify for up to $2,000 tuition reimbursement per semester. All this in
addition to $8-9 per hour and the kind of "full time" benefits you just can't
find in other part time jobs.

Celebrate Cultures!
with
Multi-Cultural Celebrations Week!
October 31- November 3
Open your minds to new ideas and
peoples represented throughout the
week:

Monday: day of African descent
Tuesday: day of European descent
Wednesday: day of Asian descent
Thursday: day of Latin American
and Spanish descent
Highlighted by music, food and
dance!
.,■

<*

Presented by the Inter-Racial Awareness Council

In addition to making it easier to finance your education, you'll get the
kind of valuable job experience that could move you into a Supervisory
position BEFORE graduation.
UPS. Add up what it can mean for you.

Apply in Person
Monday, 9:30AM-11:30AM
& 1:30PM-3:30PM
Wednesday, 9:00AM-11:00AM
Howard Johnsons
360 Honeystot Rd.
Stratford, CT

^e

United Parcel Service
Always an Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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Baseball Blues Got You Down?
Ric Brown
Sports Editor
Now that baseball season is
over, we baseball fans must find
some other sport to occupy our
time while we wait for the 116
days to pass from now until pitchers and catchers journey down to
Arizona and Florida forthe "Rights
of Spring" to begin anew. We
really have to look no further than
our Stag-infested campus to get
our sports fix.
If you prefer the amateur type
sports, there's plenty going on on
the intramural fields and courts
this year. The intramural football
playoffs are in full swing now. In
the next few days, Barley Corn
will try to bounce back form last
season's heartbreaking OT loss in
the championship game. Meanwhile The Balls will try to fulfill
their early season promise and
place their orders for championship rings.
In intramural co-ed innertube
water polo, early season results
seem to be pointing to a rematch of
last year's championship finale

which pitted the eventual champion Crocodile Rock against Face
Down. Face Down is looking forward to avenging last year's humiliation in the final. According to
Face Down's leading male scorer
and heartthrob, Kevin Stevens "I
see no reason why we should taste
the bitter draught
of defeat this season."
The intramural hoops season is
about to get under
way next week.
Last season's "A"
division champs
Kool and the Gang
have undergone a
name change,
(they dropped the!
"Kool and the"
part), but this dynasty-to-be seems
ready to defend its title. Led by
Scooter Ryan, this club soundly
defeated the senior-laden and battle
scarred Has Beens in last year's
final. It's going to take a very
clever and strong David to knock
off this year's Goliath.
Aside from hoops, the intra-

SCORECA RD
Ric Brown
Sports Editor
Fairfield University team sports results for the
week 10/17 to 10/23. Home team in italics.
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
Fri. 10/21 at MAAC Championships
WOMEN'S SOCCER
Sat. 10/22 Fairfield 3
Duchess C.C. 0
VOLLEYBALL
Tue. 10/18 Fairfield 2
UHART 1
MEN'S SOCCER
Tue. 10/18 Brown 3
Fairfield 0
Thu. 10/20 Northeastern 1
Fairfield 0
Sun. 10/23 Fairfield 2
Holy Cross 0
WOMEN'S TENNIS
Wed. 10/19 Fairfield 6
New Haven 0
Sat. 10/22 Fairfield 0
Holy Cross 9
FIELD HOCKEY
URI 6
Tue. 10/18 Fairfield 1
C.W. Post 1
Thu. 10/20 Fairfield 1
Maine 2
Sat. 10/22 Fairfield 0
St. Joseph's 3
Mon. 10/24 Fairfield 1
RUGBY
Columbia 16
Sat. 10/22 Fairfield A's 3
Fairfield B's 20 Columbia 0
THIS WEEK'S HOME SCHEDULE FOR THE
WEEK 10/27 TO 11/3
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
Sat. 10/29 Albertus Magnus TBA
VOLLEYBALL
Thu. 11/3 Western Connecticut 7:00
MEN'S SOCCER
Sun. 10/30 LaSalle 1:00

Coming in next week's
Mirror:
Men's football finals

mural coordinators are sponsoring
soccer and volleyball leagues this
winter too.
If you prefer spectating to
playing, the soccer team coming
off their big victory over Holy
Cross last weekend, will be active

in one more home game as they
still seek their first home victory of
the season. The women's volleyball team is always looking for
support at their Rec-Plex home
games, and these lady spikers led
by sophomore Kim Zagajeski have
been kicking some MAAC butt
this season. They look very strong

heading into the upcoming MAAC
playoffs.
And now the good news.
Hoops season is only 20 days away
as the men open with an exhibition
against Norway on November 16.
Mitch and his boys have been
practicing^officially for about two
weeks now. Be
prepared for The
Red Sea to sweep
you up in three
weeks and bring
Ai
you along on this
l/j£~\
year's winter joyride through the
MAAC.
With
Harold Brantley
throwing down his
monster dunks and
Troy Bradford
burying his threepointers, this season should be very
interesting. The Lady Stags should
be fun to watch this year as well, as
coach Diane Nolan and her crew
try to repeat as MAAC champs.
If you can't fill your sports
needs here at F.U., cable TV could
go a long way towards helping you
get your fix. Make a friend at the

townhouses so that you can watch
all the hockey and NBA hoops that
your heart desires. The Knicks
should be exciting this year as they
make their run at the Atlantic Division crown with their new strong
man, Charles Oakley. The Celtics
look like they might falter this year
under new coach Jimmy Rodgers.
It seems like K.C. Jones got out of
Boston at the right time.
The college grid season is
winding down and there should be
some very good and meaningful
games in the coming weeks as the
top teams gear up for a run at the
national championship. Right now
it looks like USC-Notre Dame will
decide the champion.
The pro football season seems
to be dragging at this point, but as
the playoff races start to heat up, so
should the excitement and intensity.
So cheer up baseballholics.
The end of the baseball season,
while seeming like the end of the
world, is not so bad. With all the
sports offerings around to occupy
your time, the next 116 days won't
seem as bad as you might think.

Golfers Finish on the Upswing
Ned Burke
Contributing Writer
Despite being stuck in an
early season rut of high scores and
poor fininshes, the Fairfied University Varisity Golf Team finished its fall season on the upswing. At last week's New England Intercollegiate Fall Championship at-New Seabury CC in
Massachusetts, the Fairfield golfers proved they could perform at
the level they had-been trying to
achieve all season dnd gave promise for a successful spring.
Led by sophomore Jeff
"Scooter" Ryan's 76 the Stags
found themselves in 13th place
after the first round. The next
round was played on the difficult
blue course of New Seabury. The
team put in a solid performance to
finish 30th out of 45 in the final
standings. Ryan proved to be adept
at filling the hole on the golf course
finishing at 76-85=161 which put
him in 11th place overall. Other
solid performances were put in by
freshman Derrick Sienna 176 and
senior captain Rusty Magner 177.
The team will conclude its
season with a one day tournament
at Westfield State in Massachusetts. Despite a disappointing fall
season the outlook for the spring
looks bright. Sophomores Ryan,
Dave Dunn, Darryl McKinnon, Ed
Winsper and John Popovich will
be the nucleus of the team for 2 1/
2 more years.
Freshman Frank Malara and
Derrick S retina proved they could
play and will be strong performers
in the spring. Leadership and
consistency will be provided by
seniors Rusty Magner and Ned
Burke and junior Paul Conforti.
These players; along with the end
of the exile of emotional leader
Steve Pitter Patterson, and the
coaching of Garth McGrail, should
make the spring a success.

Jeff Ryan hits a drive at New Seabury C.C.
"CAMPUS REPS NEEDED." Earn big
commissions and free trips by selling Nassau/Paradise Island, Cancun,
Mexico and Ski Trips to Vermont &
Colorado. For more information call
toll free 1-800-231-0113 or in Ct.
203-967-33309.

$NEED CASH?

SAVE THIS AD!
And call me when you
need papers proofread
and typed. Neat,
dependable, reasonable.

$500/1,000 stuffing envelopes!
Guaranteed! Rush stamped
addressed envelope:
Mail-Co Box 02678/XW6723
SE 16th
Portland. OR 97202

368-1891
Leave message if
machine is on.

TIP-TCE
• Only Club in Bpt. presenting LIVE MUSIC 7 nights a Week
Thurs., Oct. 27

BLUES EXPRESS
Fri., Oct. 28

MILESTONE
Sat., Oct. 29

ESSAYS & REPORTS

K-MAN BAND

Order Catalog Today witft Visa/MC or COO

Sunday, Oct.

1&278 to choose from—all subjects

800-351-0222
in Calif (213)4775226

Or. rush $2.00 to: Essays & Reports
11322 Idaho Ave #206-SN. Los Angeles. CA 90025
Custom research also available—all levels

STATESMAN
SPECIAL DISCOUNT W/College ID every nite
253 WOOD AVE., BPT. 366-7955 • 366-2576
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VICTORY AT LAST!
Balch, Kallio Lead Stag Booters
Fairfield 2, Holy Cross 0
Ric Brown
Sports Editor
"Some of the guys on my
floor still don't believe me when I
tell them that we won." These
were the comments of F.U. soccer
player Chris Dolan after he and his
soccer mates came home with a
long-awaited upset victory over
MAAC conference rival Holy
Cross in Worcester last Sunday afternoon.
Previously this season, Iona
had seemed like Fairfield's best
chance at gaining a victory in this
nightmarish campaign of shutouts
and losses. However, when the
Gaels dispatched the Stags in a 32 heartbreaker last week, the Stags
chances for victory seemed rather
slim as the schedule showed them
playing tough conference foes the
rest of the way.

Up to this point in the seaon,
the real problem for the Stags had
been missed chances. "In one game
John Gallagher had six good scoring opportunities," Stag first year
coach, Dejan Cokic recalled, "but
none went in. This team has had its
chances." At Holy Cross, the Stags
took advantage of those chances
and parlayed them into a 2-0 victory. It was their best performance
of the year. It was also Cokic's
first intercollegiate coaching victory.
Pat Balch scored the winning goal for the booters, off an
assist from Tom Graziano. Kevin
Hartigan added an insurance goal
midway through the second half.
Goalie Jim Kallio posted his first
shutout of the season, as he needed
to make only one save in the winning effort.
Monday's practice ap-

peared to show a more relaxed
team as they went through their
drills with more confidence than
has been seen in the past. With
their first victory now securely
under their belt, the Stags hope to
salvage victories in their remaining games this season and end this
year's campaign on a positive note.
Stag Notes: Junior Captain
Pat Leary did not play in the Holy
Cross game because he suffered a
bone fracture in his shin earlier in
the week. Frshman Tom Graziano
replaced Leary at sweeper. Leary's
status for the URI game on Thursday is doubtful. .. The last Stags
home game is Sunday against
LaSalle at 1pm. Come out to the
stadium to watch the booters fill
their "spoiler" role against the
Explorers. (This story was reported
by Tom Maguire for the Mirror.)

The Press Box
Ric Brown
Sports Editor
Why is George Steinbrenner so hot to get rid of Don Mattingly,
arguably the best player in the game? Sure, George needs pitching, but
he could probably get plenty of pitching by unloading Rickey Henderson, and Dave Winfield. He's already gotten two pitchers who should
help the Bombers next year in Lance McCullers and Jimmy Jones.
Mattingly is the Joe DiMaggio of the'80's. He is a Yankee. The Yanks
need Don Mattingly. He is a leader who leads by action. The Yankees
need to rebuild the club around Mattingly. Henderson, Clark, and
Winfield are marketable, the Bombers could get all the pitching they
need for those three guys.
And since I wrote this little piece, The Boss has taken my advice and
dumped Clark for Lance McCullers, a bullpen stopper, Jimmy Jones, and
Stanley Jefferson, the man who was projected to be the Mets' centerfielder of the future just three years ago. The Yankees might be on their
way now.
Maybe somebody should tell Dallas Green that in Pat Corrales,
Frank Howard, Charlie Fox, John Stearns, and Billy Connors, he got
a lot of guys on his coaching staff who are used to losing. Then again,
with Corralles, Howard, and Green in the dugout, the PInstripers don't
have to worry about losing too many bench-clearing brawls.
Mark Gastineau sure makes things interesting doesn't he? I mean
as soon as the bum starts showing the form that made him famous about
five years ago, he packs it in. And for a woman no less.
Speaking of women and sports, its about time that Robin Givens
quit her whining and got out of Iron Mike Tyson's life before he, you
know, gets really mad. What the champ needs is to get back in the ring
and take out his frustrations on some heavyweights.
What is this with Guy LaFleur? Does he think he's 21 again or
what? While on the subject of hockey, I wonder how many Devils fans
of last April, are still Devils fans this October. Let's see a show of hands.

Grandpa donned the officiating gear for Saturdays Rugby game

Photo: R. Nunziante

Ruggers Split With Columbia
A's Lose, But B's Avenge Fallen Comrades
Richard Battikka
Contributing Writer
Another record crowd came
out last Saturday, despite the bad
weather, to watch Fairfield play
the Columbia Lions in their last
home game of the season.
Columbia decided to score
first in this tilt and so with two
minutes gone in the 'A' game they
scored, taking a 4-0 lead. It wasn't
until the score became 10-0 that
Fairfield realized, "Hey we're not
playing Columbia's football team,
we're playing they're rugby team."
Fairfield then installed their famous Matt2 ground-and-air defense. Matt "The Iron Curtain"
Mulham shut down their running
game while Matt "Golden Boot"
Aiken's kicks from behind the
twenty-two frustrated several Columbia advances.
At half-time the score was
still 10-0 and Fairfield was looking less than impressive. God

decided to help the Red Ruggers at
this moment so He parted the
cloudy skies and let the sun shine
down on them. "Now'sour chance,
God is with us!" exclaimed one
born-again rugger as they retook
the field. Paul Simko got things
started with a penalty kick making
the score 10-3. With Simko's score,
the Red Ruggers seemed to get the
adrenaline pumping as they began
to drive while Columbia's defense
began to waver. Suddenly , however, the momemtum was lost as
quickly as it was gained. Columbia recovered the ball and Fairfield, like the Germans in 1944,
was pushed back. With a minute
left Columbia sealed the' A' team's
fate with another try, sending the
A's home with a 16-3 defeat.
The 'B' team was determined to even the score though.
"Their3.99GPA'swon'thelpthem
now!" said they. Dave Waterman
and Roger Eddy kicked one each
to put Fairfield up 6-0. Todd

"Steamroller" Raymond had two
tries and Roger had a conversion to
make it 16-0. Honorable mention
went to Eddie "Fisticuffs" Byrne
for being on the field. The play of
the game occurred in the first half.
Fairfield kicked the ball into the
Columbia end zone. Columbia's
fullback wanted to make a 22-meter
touch-back, but he forgot what the
"touch" in "22-meter touch-back"
meant. Larry "Prettyboy" Daly
plucked the ball down himself,
scoring a try. Demolished and
demoralized, Columbia was defeated 20-0.
For purposes of mercy, last
week's results went unreported.
Let's just say A's lost and B's won.
Highlights included tries by Glenn
Tyldessly and Andre Demarest (2)
and a conversion by Jim "Made it
by a foot" Dwyer. The Ruggers'
fans are scheduling a bus trip this
Saturday to West Point, New York
to watch us play Army B's.

The end of the season awards for Major League Baseball will be
announced shortly. These are my picks. IntheA.L., Jose Canseco is a
lock for MVP, even though he put up some un-MVP numbers in the
World Series, he was by far the outstanding player in either league this
season. Frankie Viola will be the Cy Young winner. He was the
dominant pitcher in the league this year and he locked it up when Roger
Clemens failed to win number 20. As far as Rookie of the Year goes, this
is a tough one to call. I'm going to go against the consensus though and
say that Jody Reed of the Bosox should get it, simply because as soon
as he was inserted as the Sox everyday shortstop, the Sox started their run
to the pennant. JoeMargan will get Manager of the Year. There is no
doubt about this one.
In the N.L., Orel Hershiser should get the MVP and the Cy Young.
He was not only the best pitcher in the league this year, he was the best
player. Rookie of the Year honors should probably go to Chris Sabo of
the Reds. However, there really were no dominant, impact-type rookies
in the league this year. Gregg Jefferies of the Mets was a key to their
pennant drive, but he is ineligible to get the honor because he didn't have
enough at-bats this season. Jack McKeon of the Padres should get
Manager of the Year because he seemed to turn the Padres around after
Larry Bowa was fired in mid-season. The Padres will definitely be a
contender next year.

Women's Final Regular Season Flag Football Standings
Tuesdays
In-Transit
Absolutes
Finster Babies
Wednesdays
Blitzed
Sticky Fingers
Red Rain
Thursdays
Taliswomen
Wild Irish Roses

4-0
3-1
1-3
4-0
3-1
2-2
4-0
3-1

Red Wave
2-2
The following teams
kicked and scratched and fought
and got dirty in their valiant
efforts to make the playoffs:
Taliswomen 4-0, Blitzed 4-0,
In-Transit 4-0, Absolutes 3-1,
Sticky Fingers 3-1, and Wild
Irish Rose 3-1.
The Women's league Fi-

nals are this evening at 7:30 PM
at Campion Field. At press
time, it was not known who
would be involved in the championship.
Reminder: There is a
general meeting for intramural
basketball team captains on November 6 at 7:00 PM in the
Multi-Prupose Room at the
Rec-Plex.

MEN'S SOCCER ACTION
FAIRFIELD VS. LASAL IF

CATCH
-

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 30TH, 1 PM
IN THE STADIUM

LAST GAME OF THE
SEASON!!!

